Glenfarg Community Company (Social Hub Working Group)
Notes from meeting 01.09.2016

Present
SW, SMee, BM, JM, BH, AH, AJ, GS, JA, KA, MP, PP, JW, JT

Apologies
CF, DA, CT

Agenda
1. AJ communications with CRTB
2. Funding updates and plans
3. Communication from CW Village Hall
4. S Mee’s presentation
5. AOCB

1.
Alex Johnston gave a full report on his telephone communication with CRTB and stressed the
urgency for us to establish links with possible funders. It was agreed that JA, PP, DA,CF, AJ work
together in making initial contacts with funders, providing background and outlining our options.
2.
KA gave details of grant from Lochelbank (£409) and JT advised that our application to Fun Day
(£250) had been approved. KA is currently applying to “Investing in Ideas” part of the Big Lottery
Fund. This will primarily to cover costs of professional fees (e.g.architect) in addition to office
equipment and other expenditure.
It was agreed that there be local fund raising events arranged. Possible Race Night mid
November.
3.
Ced Wilkins sent a project proposal to SW. This was emailed to all members. The consensus of
the meeting was as this proposal was beyond the remit of this group that CW be asked to proceed
as deemed appropriate by the VHA and if at a later stage this group’s input was required then it
would be supplied. It was noted that Glenfarg Conversation survey was carried out almost 3 years
prior to hotel closure and priorities may have changed.
4.
S Mee gave a presentation on a possible solution involving a log cabin in a possible setting. He
also provided detailed costing. The group liked the idea and various locations were discussed. JW
to contact Green Space, MP to contact Stephens and JT to contact planners.
5.
C Todd has stepped down from her secretary’s role due to other commitments.
Next meeting TBA

